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Abstract— One problem in real-world applications of rein-
forcement learning is the high dimensionality of the action
search spaces, which comes from the combination of actions
over time. To reduce the dimensionality of action sequence
search spaces, macro actions have been studied, which are
sequences of primitive actions to solve tasks. However, previous
studies relied on humans to define macro actions or assumed
macro actions to be repetitions of the same primitive actions.
We propose encoded action sequence reinforcement learning
(EASRL), a reinforcement learning method that learns flexible
sequences of actions in a latent space for a high-dimensional
action sequence search space. With EASRL, encoder and
decoder networks are trained with demonstration data by using
variational autoencoders for mapping macro actions into the
latent space. Then, we learn a policy network in the latent space,
which is a distribution over encoded macro actions given a state.
By learning in the latent space, we can reduce the dimension-
ality of the action sequence search space and handle various
patterns of action sequences. We experimentally demonstrate
that the proposed method outperforms other reinforcement
learning methods on tasks that require an extensive amount
of search.

Index Terms— Reinforcement Learning, Transfer Learning,
Learning from Demonstration

I. INTRODUCTION

The learning-based robot control method has gained signif-
icant attention recently because it can potentially be widely
used in various complex tasks without physical models of
either a robot or environment. The two mainstreams of
the learning-based robot control methods are reinforcement
learning (e.g., [1], [2], [3]) and imitation learning (e.g., [4],
[5], [6]).

Imitation learning learns the relationship between the
given state and action from an expert’s demonstration. There-
fore, demonstrations are required for each task. This limits
its application to the real world where robots have to adapt
to various tasks.

Reinforcement learning, on the other hand, learns a policy
that maximizes given rewards. This gives a great advantage
against imitation learning on application to robots because
reinforcement learning does not require an expert to give
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an additional demonstration for every task. Given the ap-
propriate reward function, the agent learns adequate policies
automatically if a sufficient number of trials is guaranteed.

Reinforcement learning fails when the search space of a
state and/or action increases. In large state spaces such as
images, a convolutional neural network (CNN) [7], [8] is
used; training from raw image input has become possible
by using a CNN in the input states. The large search
space of the action side is especially challenging because
it exponentially enlarges in tasks where long sequences of
actions are essential to obtain rewards.

The search space of action sequences depends on the
dimension of actions and the sequence length to obtain
a reward. Macro actions have been used to diminish the
search space of action sequences, where a macro action
is a sequence of primitive actions to solve tasks [9], [10].
Previous studies defined macro actions as repetitions of the
same primitive actions [9] or required humans to manually
define them [10]. However, repeating the same primitive
actions is inefficient for compressing a wide variety of action
sequences. Manually defining macro actions incurs high cost
and is difficult when knowledge about tasks is incomplete.
On the other hand, a data-driven approach can naturally
extract macro actions from a demonstration without complete
prior knowledge about tasks.

We propose encoded action sequence reinforcement learn-
ing (EASRL), which is a novel algorithm to learn flexible
macro actions in a latent space for a high-dimensional
action sequence search space. With the proposed method,
we train an autoencoder (AE) to obtain disentangled rep-
resentations of macro actions using expert demonstrations
on the basis of factorized action variational autoencoders
(FAVAE) [11], which is an extension of a variational autoen-
coder (VAE) [12] for learning disentangled representations
of sequences. Then, the proposed method learns a policy
network that outputs the encoded macro actions instead
of primitive actions. By learning in the latent space, the
proposed method reduces the dimensionality of the action
sequence search space. In addition, the proposed method
can represent flexible action sequence patterns since it can
encode any kind of action sequences using the encoder. Also,
this method can transfer macro actions acquired from the
previous task to learn new tasks. This facilitates convergence
to new tasks that share the same action sequence patterns as
policies with which macro actions were acquired.

We experimentally demonstrate that the proposed method
can learn policy networks in environments with high-
dimensional action sequence search space.
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II. RELATED WORK

Many studies have used sequences of actions in reinforce-
ment learning [9], [13], [14], [15]. Fine Grained Action
Repetition (FiGAR) successfully adopts macro actions into
deep reinforcement learning [9], showing that Asynchronous
Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) [16], an asynchronous variant
of deep reinforcement learning algorithm, with a learning
time scale of repeating the action as well as the action itself
scores higher than that with primitive actions in Atari 2600
Games. There are two main differences between the proposed
EASRL and FiGAR. First, FiGAR can only generate macro
actions that are repetitions of the same primitive actions. On
the other hand, macro actions generated with EASRL can be
a combination of different primitive actions because EASRL
finds an encoded representation of a sequence in a continuous
latent space and uses the decoded sequence as macro actions.
Second, EASRL learns to encode action sequences and op-
timizes the policy for the target task independently, whereas
FiGAR learns both simultaneously. Although EASRL cannot
learn macro actions end-to-end, this algorithm can easily
recycle the trained decoder to new target tasks because the
decoder is acquired independent of target tasks.

Hausknecht and Stone proposed a reinforcement learning
method that uses a parameterized continuous action space
[10]. This approach, however, is limited to the tasks where
the action has to be selected at every time step, and humans
need to parameterize the actions. EASRL can be viewed as
extending this model to action sequences, where the latent
action sequence space is automatically learned from expert
demonstrations.

Macro actions are closely related to the hierarchical rein-
forcement learning. The option framework [17], [18], [19] is
a formulation for considering the problem with two-level hi-
erarchy, and the option is bottom level sub-policy. The option
framework provides tools to learn each option from interact-
ing with the environment, whereas EASRL learns options
from demonstrations as latent macro actions. The option
framework is the semi-Markov decision process (SMDP),
which is MDP with durative actions. By reinterpreting the
timing of selecting a sequence of actions as a step, EASRL
can be interpreted on the MDP framework, s.t. policy p (â|s),
MDP p (s′|s, â), and reward r (s′, s, â) where â is an action
sequence, s is the current state, and s′ is the state when the
macro action is next selected.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The proposed method is composed of three steps: ac-
tion segmentation, representation learning, and reinforcement
learning. With the action segmentation step, we segment
sequences of actions of experts. With the representation
learning step, we obtain encoder and decoder networks by
using the segmented sequences on the basis of FAVAE [11],
which extends VAE for learning disentangled representations
of sequences. In the reinforcement learning step, we search
for the optimal policy of a target task in the latent space using
the trained decoder network instead of primitive actions. The
target task can differ from the task for which the expert

demonstrations are generated. Figure 1 shows the overview
of our proposed approach.

The expert demonstrations or their segmentations can be
directly applied to the reinforcement learning agent to learn
a new target task. However, the proposed method learns
disentangled representations of segmented action sequences
for two reasons. First, if the agent explores these expert
demonstrations only, it can only mimic expert demonstrations
to solve the task, which results in serious deficiencies in
generalizing macro actions. Consider a set of demonstrations
containing actions of ⟨turn right 70◦, turn right 60◦, , turn
right 10◦⟩. If the environment requires the agent to turn
right 75◦, the agent cannot complete the task because no
combination of the demonstration actions can generate the
desired action. On the other hand, latent variables trained
with the expert demonstrations acquire generated macro ac-
tions to turn right θ◦. Thus, the agent can easily adapt to the
target task. Second, making macro actions from memorized
demonstration data reduces the action sequence search space,
but we can compress the space more by encoding to a low-
dimensional continuous disentangled space.

A. Unsupervised segmentation of macro actions

An episode of an expert demonstration is composed of a
series of macro actions, e.g., when humans show a demon-
stration of moving an object by hand, the demonstration is
composed of 1) extending a hand to the object, 2) grasping
the object, 3) moving the hand to the target position, and 4)
releasing the object. Therefore, expert demonstrations need
to be segmented into each macro action. One challenge is that
there are usually no ground-truth labels for macro actions.
One possible solution is to ask experts to label their actions.
However, this is another burden and incurs additional cost.

We use Algorithm 1, which was originally proposed for
segmenting signals on the basis of AE [20], for macro action
segmentation. This method trains an AE with sliding win-
dows of signal data, acquiring the temporal characteristics of
the sliding windows. Then, the distance between the encoded
features of two adjacent sliding windows is calculated. All
the peaks of the distance curve are selected as segmentation
points. One advantage of this method is that it is not
domain-specific. This method can be easily applied to expert
demonstration data since it is assumed that there are no
specific data characteristics. When we use this segmentation
method, distance is defined as ∥ qseg(aij)− qseg(ai,j−1) ∥2,
where qseg(aij) refers to the encoded feature of the jth
sliding window on the ith action data. We used a sliding
window size of four. Any distance point that is highest among
ten adjacent points with a margin of 0.05 is selected as a
peak.

B. Learning disentangled latent variables with FAVAE

Once the expert demonstrations are segmented, the pro-
posed method learns continuous latent representations of
macro actions with FAVAE. FAVAE contains encoder and
decoder networks; the encoder network maps an action
sequence into a latent continuous vector, and the decoder
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Fig. 1: Overview of EASRL.

network generates an action sequence given a latent vec-
tor. FAVAE cannot directly take in segmented macro ac-
tions because segmented macro actions may have different
lengths. Moreover, FAVAE cannot compute data with differ-
ent lengths because it uses a combination of a 1D convolution
and multilayer perceptron that requires a unified input size
across all datasets. To address this issue, macro actions are
padded with trailing zeros to match the data length of L,
which is the input size of FAVAE. Also, two additional di-
mensions actionon and actionoff are added to macro actions
to identify if action am at timestep m is a real action or zero-
padded one. The actionon is ⟨11, 12, ...1ℓ, 0ℓ+1, 0ℓ+2, ...0L⟩
and actionoff is ⟨01, 02, ...0ℓ, 1ℓ+1, 1ℓ+2, ...1L⟩ when the
length of the macro action is ℓ. The loss function of FAVAE
is given by

− Eqθ(z|x1:L) [log pϕ (x1:L|z)]
+ β |DKL (qθ (z| (x1:L)) ||p (z))− C ′| ,

(1)

where x1:L ≡ ⟨x1, x2, . . . , xL⟩, is the sequence of
actions and their real action identifications, xℓ =
(aℓ, actiononℓ, actionoff ℓ), p (z) = N (0, 1) is a standard
Gaussian distribution, z is a latent continuous vector, θ and
ϕ represent parameters of encoder and decoder networks,
respectively, DKL is the KL divergence, C ′ increases linearly
along with epochs from 0 to hyperparameter C [21] and β
is a constant greater than zero that encourages disentangled
representation learning. FAVAE consists of three layers of a
laddered network architecture proposed by Zhao et al. [22]
that can learn the hierarchical features of data. With FAVAE,
we used the mean squared loss for actions and the softmax
loss for actionon/off in reconstruction loss.

C. Learning policy with proximal policy optimization (PPO)
in the latent space

Our key idea of diminishing the search space of action
sequences is learning a policy in the latent space of the macro
actions instead of primitive actions directly. We used prox-
imal policy optimization (PPO) [23] as the reinforcement
learning algorithm1, although any reinforcement learning
algorithms can be used in our proposed framework.

1Our implementation of PPO is based on https://github.com/
Anjum48/rl-examples

Algorithm 1 Unsupervised segmentation of macro actions
Input: Expert demonstration D ← ⟨A1, A2, ..., AI⟩, where
Ai ← ⟨ai1, ai2, ..., aiMi

⟩ is the action sequence of the ith
episode, and window size W
Parameter: Encoder qseg(·)

1: Dslice ← ⟨⟨d11, d12, ...⟩, ⟨d21, d22, ...⟩, ..., ⟨dI1, dI2, ...⟩⟩
// Slice all Ai with window size W

2: Train qseg(dij) with dij ∈ Dslice

3: distanceij ← |qseg(dij)− qseg(di,j−1)| // Calculate
distances between slices

4: Dseg ← ⟨⟨x11, x12, ...⟩, ⟨x21, x22, ...⟩, ..., ⟨xn1, xn2, ...⟩⟩
// Segment Ai ∈ D with the distances

We integrate PPO with the latent space learned by
FAVAE by using a policy network πψ(z|st) that outputs
a continuous vector in the latent space given a state. Let
zt be a latent vector generated by the policy network
given current state st. The latent vector is transformed
by the trained FAVAE decoder ϕ into an action sequence
⟨at, at+1, at+2, ..., at+L⟩, where subscript L is the output
length of the decoder. Then the action sequence is trimmed
using the values of actionon and actionoff , which are also
decoded from decoder ϕ, to ⟨at, at+1, ..., at+ℓ⟩, where
subscript ℓ is the first timestep at which actionoff is one.
By replacing the primitive action of every timestep with
the macro action with a step interval ℓ, the model of
the environment with respect to a macro action can be
written as st+ℓ, r

tot
t+ℓ ∼ p(s, r|zt, st), where p(s|zt, st) =∑

st+1,...,st+ℓ
p(st+1|at, st)p(st+2|at+1, st+1) · · ·

p(s|at+ℓ, st+ℓ) is the state transition probability
given latent macro action zt and state st, and
rtott+ℓ =

∑ℓ
k=1 Ep(st+k,...,st+1|at+k−1,...,at)r(at+k, st+k)

is the total expected reward when action sequence
⟨at, . . . , at+k⟩ is applied. The total reward between t and
t + ℓ is summed and regarded as the reward for the result
of output zt. PPO finds a policy by maximizing the sum
of discounted rewards while clipping to control the change
of the policy. Thus, the loss function of PPO in the latent
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Algorithm 2 Reinforcement learning in the latent space with
PPO
Input: Decoder of FAVAE ϕ
Parameter: PPO parameter ψ

1: repeat
2: zt ∼ πψ(z|st) // Generate a latent vector given state

st using policy πψ
3: ⟨at, at+1, ..., at+ℓ⟩ ← trim(ϕ(zt)) // Map

latent vector zt into an action sequence and trim it
using decoder ϕ

4: rtot ← 0 // Initialize a reward
5: for k ← t to t+ ℓ do
6: st+k+1, rt+k ← p(at+k, st+k) // Transit the state

and obtain a reward with action at+k
7: rtot ← rtot + rt+k // Approximate the expected

total reward by Monte Carlo sampling
8: end for
9: Update the policy by minimizing Eq.(2) using rtot

10: until Converge

space LCLIP is given by

Et′
[
min

(
ρt′ (ψ) Ât′ , clip (ρt′ (ψ) , 1− ε, 1 + ε) Ât′

)]
,

(2)
where t′ is the timestep from the perspective of the macro
action, ρt′(ψ) =

πψ(at′ |st′ )
πold(at′ |st′ )

is the probability ratio between
the policy πψ and old policy πold, Ât′ is the advantage
function at t′, ε is a hyperparameter for clipping and ψ is
the parameters of the PPO models. Algorithm 2 shows our
proposed reinforcement learning algorithm with PPO in the
latent space.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluated the proposed method in two environments:
ContinuousWorld, a simple 2D environment with continuous
action and state spaces, and RobotHand, a 2D environment
with a simulated robot hand made by Box2D, a 2D physics
engine2.

A. ContinuousWorld

The objective with this environment is to find the optimal
trajectory from the starting position (blue dot in Figure 2) to
the goal position (red dot in Figure 2). The reward of this
environment is negative Euclidean distance − ∥ x − g ∥2,
where x is the position of the agent and g is the position
of the goal. The two-dimensional action space is defined by
the ⟨acceleration to the horizontal axis, acceleration to the
vertical axis⟩, where each acceleration takes a continuous
value in [−1, 1].

There are two tasks in ContinuousWorld: Base and
Maze. In Base, agents and goals are randomly placed at
the top, bottom, left corner, or right corner, and goals

2The dataset, our experimental setup (hyper-parameters and computing
infrastructure), and other supplementary results are available at https:
//github.com/EASRLSupplement/EASRLSupplement

(a) Base task (b) Maze task

Fig. 2: ContinuousWorld tasks

(a) Down (b) Up (c) Pushed
Down

(d) Pushed
Up

Fig. 3: Examples of script trajectories of expert demonstra-
tions in Base of ContinuousWorld. Pushed Down (c) and
Pushed Up (d) are Down (a) and Up (b) with accelerates
upward or downward. DownOnly uses only trajectories in
(a), Down&Up uses those in (a) and (b), PushedDownOnly
uses those in (c), and PushedDown&Up uses those in (c) and
(d)

and agents are always on vertically opposite sides. Thus,
the number of cases for initial positions of the agent
and goal is 2 (left/right of agent)× 2 (left/right of goal)×
2 (up/down) = 8. To acquire latent representations of
macro actions regardless of scale, the map size is selected
between [2.5, 5] randomly. In Maze, the agent and goal are
always placed at the same position across different episodes.
However, the entrances in the four walls are set randomly for
each episode so that the agent has to find an optimal policy
for different entrance positions. This makes this environment
difficult because walls act like strong local optima of a
reward; the agent has to make a long detour with lower
rewards to finally find the optimal policy.

Our purpose was to find disentangled latent macro actions
from expert demonstrations in Base and use the latent
macro actions to complete the maze tasks. One-hundred
episodes of the expert demonstrations were generated in
Base using programmed scripts. We compared four differ-
ent scripts: DownOnly, Down&Up, PushedDownOnly, and
PushedDown&Up. All scripts are illustrated in Figure 3. For
DownOnly, the goal is only initialized at the bottom of the
aisle; therefore, the macro actions do not include upward
movements. On the other hand, Down&Up does not limit the
position of the goal; thus, upward and downward movements
are included in the macro actions. For PushedDownOnly and
PushedDown&Up, the agent always accelerates upward or
downward in accordance with the goal position.

With the expert demonstrations generated in Base, we used
EASRL in Maze, where the disentangle hyperparameter of
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(a) Score averaged over 10 experiments. The shaded area is the
standard deviation.

(b) Example trajectory of macro
actions. Color change indi-
cates change in macro action

Fig. 4: Results of Maze

FAVAE was set to β = 50. We compared EASRL with two
existing methods: PrimitiveAction and FiGAR. PrimitiveAc-
tion is a standard reinforcement learning method with PPO
that learns a policy that outputs primitive actions. FiGAR is
a reinforcement learning method that learns macro actions of
repeating primitive actions [9]. EASRL performed best for
this task, whereas the other two algorithms failed to improve
scores (Figure 4a). The choice of the macro action was crit-
ical. Whereas PushedDownOnly outperformed the primitive
action, EASRL with the other expert demonstrations could
not complete the task. Because PushedDownOnly did not
contain any demonstrated actions of moving upwards, this
can dramatically diminish the action space to search. On the
other hand, Down&Up was similar to just repeatedly moving
in one direction, which was not sufficient for completing the
task. We show an example trajectory of macro actions in
Figure 4b. It is difficult to go around the wall because it
gives a negative reward in the distance to the goal. The agent
made a long detour to avoid getting stuck in the wall by using
the long macro actions in the success case.

Figure 5a compares different β of Eq. 1 with FAVAE in us-
ing EASRL with PushedDownOnly demonstrations. FAVAE
did not learn latent representations in a disentangled manner
when β was low. The entangled latent representation of
macro actions severely deters matching the state space with
macro action space for an optimal policy because the latent
space, which actually matches the state space, is distorted.

(a) KL hyperparameter β

(b) Numbers of expert trajectories

Fig. 5: Comparison between different disentangle hyperpa-
rameters β (a) and numbers of expert trajectories (b) using
EASRL in PushedDownOnly demonstrations with standard
deviations in 10 experiments.

In ContinuousWorld, we found that β ≥ 1.0 is enough to
complete Maze. Figure 5b illustrates the average score with
different numbers of expert trajectories. Even though we used
100 expert trajectories across all experiments, the number of
trajectories did not affect the performance of EASRL.

B. RobotHand

RobotHand has four degrees of freedom (DOFs), i.e., mov-
ing along the horizontal axis, moving along the vertical axis,
rotation, and grasping operation. The entire environment was
built with Box2D https://box2d.org/ and rendered
with OpenGL https://www.opengl.org/.

Similar to Base in ContinuousWorld, we provide 100
expert demonstrations with the Peg-insertion task to learn dis-
entangled latent macro actions. In Peg-insertion (Figure 6a),
the robot hand is moved from a blue basket to a red one. We
chose this task because Peg-insertion is complex enough to
contain all macro actions that might be used in target tasks.

The target tasks are Reaching and Ball-placing. Reaching
(Figure 6b) is simple: the robot hand has to reach for a
randomly generated goal position (red) as fast as possible.
To make this task sufficiently difficult, we used a sparse
reward setting in which the robot hand only receives a
positive reward of +100 for reaching the goal position within
a distance of 0.5; otherwise, there is a time penalty of -1.
In Ball-placing (Figure 6c), the robot hand has to carry the
ball (blue) to the goal position (red). The ball is initialized at
random positions within a certain range, and the goal position
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(a) Peg-insertion (b) Reaching (c) Ball-placing

Fig. 6: RobotHand tasks. Blue circle is ball, red circle is goal
position, and upside object is robot hand.

(a) Reaching

(b) Ball-placing

Fig. 7: Comparison of EASRL, PPO with primitive actions,
and FiGAR in RobotHand tasks with standard deviations in
10 experiments.

is fixed. The reward is defined by the negative distance
between the ball and goal − ∥ b − g ∥2 where b is the
position of the ball and g is the position of the goal. An
episode ends when the ball hits the edges or reaches the
goal position within a distance of 0.5. An additional reward
of +200 is given when the ball reaches the goal.

Figure 7 compares EASRL with disentangled hyperparam-
eter β = 0.1, PPO with primitive actions, and FiGAR on
both Reaching and Ball-placing. PPO with primitive actions
and FiGAR failed to learn Reaching and Ball-placing, while
EASRL successfully learned both tasks. Because the reward
of Reaching is sparse, using primitive actions fails to find
rewards. On the other hand, even though the reward of Ball-
placing is not sparse, it requires precisely controlling a ball to
the goal. FiGAR, which repeats the same primitive actions a
number of times, could not precisely control the ball. EASRL
is the only algorithm that completed both tasks.

(a) Reaching with time penalty

(b) Reaching without time penalty

Fig. 8: Average macro action length and rewards in Reaching
with/without time penalty with standard deviations by 10
experiments.

Note that in the RobotHand experiments EASRL opti-
mized its behavior by shortening macro actions, while fully
using the advantages of exploring with latent macro actions.
In Reaching, the average length of macro actions gradually
diminished (Figure 8a). However, when the time penalty (in
Reaching, time penalty of -1 was added to the reward at every
time step) is eliminated, the length of a macro action did
not diminish (Figure 8b). This is because the agent did not
need to optimize its policy in accordance with speed. Long
macro actions can be less efficient in optimizing policy than
a primitive action when the optimal policy for the task may
not match long macro actions. That is why EASRL gradually
uses primitive-like actions (macro actions with lengths of 1–
3) instead of keeping macro actions with dozens of primitive
actions. This result indicates that EASRL can flexibly learn
macro actions with different lengths using latent continuous
representations.

V. LIMITATIONS OF EASRL

a) Lack of feed-back control: Searching on latent
macro actions instead of primitive actions facilitates search-
ing on the action space in exchange for fast response
to unexpected changes in state. We failed to train the
bipedal locomotion task in OpenAI Gym (BipedalWalker-
v23) with EASRL on the basis of the expert demonstrations

3https://gym.openai.com/envs/BipedalWalker-v2/
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at BipedalWalker-v2. Because the bipedal-locomotion task
requires highly precise control for balancing due to the
instability of the environment, it was not suitable to diminish
the search space by macro actions in exchange for faster
response.

b) Compatibility of macro actions with target tasks:
Figure 4 shows that the type of macro actions is critical.
If the targeted task does not require the macro actions
abstracted from expert demonstrations, ESARL will easily
fail because the actions an optimal policy requires are not
present in the acquired macro actions. Thus, appropriate
expert demonstrations for a targeted task need to be chosen
for transferring macro actions to target tasks.

VI. DISCUSSION

We proposed encoded action sequence reinforcement learn-
ing (EASRL), an algorithm that uses expert demonstrations
to learn disentangled latent variables of macro actions, in-
stead of primitive actions directly, to efficiently search latent
spaces. EASRL exhibited higher scores than other reinforce-
ment learning algorithms in tasks that require extensive
iterations of search when proper expert demonstrations were
provided. This is because EASRL reduces the dimensionality
of the action sequence search space using latent macro
actions. We consider our work is a promising first step
for practical applications of macro actions in reinforcement
learning. However, EASRL could not complete tasks that
require actions other than macro actions in expert demon-
strations. Possible solutions for this include searching for an
optimal policy with both macro actions and primitive actions.
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